
The Data and 
Relationships 
Behind Chronic 
Absenteeism
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Session Outcomes 
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• Connect the why to the data collected through the chronic 
absenteeism indicator.

• Connect why chronic absenteeism is a leading indicator. 

• Introduce resources, including the new early warning 
system available through the Accountability Reporting 
application in Single Sign On.



Building Connections 
Between Data and the 
Practice
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Graduating from high school enables students to choose a future path –
whether at a two- or four-year college, technical school, workforce 
training program or military – that aligns with their talents and passions. 

Opportunity Measures             Observed Growth             Status             Postsecondary Readiness

Leading Indicators Outcome Indicators

Engagement 
and 

Attendance

Student 
Progress

Assessment 
Performance

Graduation 
Rates
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For this reason, graduation rates serve as an outcome indicator of 
how well schools are supporting all students in persisting towards 
attaining a diploma.



Six Ways to Improve Graduation Rates - 1
1. Make use of proven early-warning indicators. Freshmen who are “on track” to

graduate—earning no more than one F in a core course per semester and 
accumulating sufficient credits to advance to sophomore year—are four times more 
likely to graduate than students who are off-track.

2. Focus on attendance data. Attendance is the precursor to engagement, learning,
academic success, and, yes, graduation. The consortium found that each week of
absence per semester in 9th grade is associated with a more than 20 percentage-point
decline in the probability of graduating from high school. In light of this, schools must
work to help students and families understand the cost of frequent absences, closely
monitor attendance, and provide support from teachers and staff to get students to
class.
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Source: https://consortium.uchicago.edu/news-item/six-ways-improve-high-school-graduation-rates

https://consortium.uchicago.edu/sites/default/files/publications/On-Track%20Validation%20RS.pdf
https://toandthrough.uchicago.edu/sites/default/files/uploads/documents/UChiToThrough_IssueBrief_ATTENDANCE.pdf
https://consortium.uchicago.edu/news-item/six-ways-improve-high-school-graduation-rates
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Early Warning thresholds for student dropout beginning in sixth grade.

Age If a student is a year older than their current grade—for example, a 16-year-old 
freshman

Grades If a student has received two or more failing grades in a semester

Attendance
If the student misses the first 20 days, has missed more than nine days in a 
traditional school semester, or has missed 10 percent or more of all days in the 
school year. Monitoring > 2 days per month

Mobility > two transfers- mid year transfers have more impact than between year transfers

Discipline If a student has been out-of-school suspended more than one time in the school year 
or previous school years

Credits If a student is more than two credits behind the expected number of credits to be 
gained each year

Previous 
Drop Out 

If a student has dropped out of school previously and returned to school

Data to Action- ATSI



The Key Success and Risk Indicators are the ABC’s : 
Attendance, Behavior, Course Performance
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Attendance Behavior Course Performance

Off- Track Less than 90% 
1+ suspension and/or 
mild sustained 
misbehavior 

Failing ELA and/or Math

On-Track Greater than 90% No suspensions or 
sustained misbehavior 

Passing ELA and/or Math

Career and/or 
College Ready

Greater than 95% Agency and Hope B or Better 

Source: Transforming Secondary Schools Using an Early Warning System

https://tb2cdn.schoolwebmasters.com/accnt_171650/site_171651/Dr.-Balfanz-Presentation-HPREC.pdf


Focusing on the ABCs: Attendance

• Create programming that compels students to come to school,  e.g., 
most-engaged secondary students often found in  cognitively rich 
activities that combine teamwork with  performance (robotics, debate, 
drama, chess etc.)

• Build an attendance problem-solving capacity into schools  and 
districts

Source: Transforming Secondary Schools Using an Early Warning System
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https://tb2cdn.schoolwebmasters.com/accnt_171650/site_171651/Dr.-Balfanz-Presentation-HPREC.pdf


Absences= Lost Instruction

Absences add up. Excused and unexcused absences result in  
too much time lost in the classroom.
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23 days missed — 87% attendance



The 10% rule
✔Chronic absence (missed 10% or more of school) in the prior  year, 

assuming data is available.

✔And/or starting in the beginning of the school year, student has:
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Regular Attendance               Conditions for Learning

● Positive conditions for learning are 
particularly important for underserved 
groups.

● Four conditions help create a conducive 
learning environment and positively affect 
attendance, motivation, engagement, 
achievement and student well-being. 

● Four conditions also affect each other -
when one condition is in place, the others 
are more likely to take root. 

Source: https://www.attendanceworks.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Attendance_Works_Using_Chronic_Absence__091619.pdf
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https://www.attendanceworks.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Attendance_Works_Using_Chronic_Absence__091619.pdf
https://www.attendanceworks.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Attendance_Works_Using_Chronic_Absence__091619.pdf


Questions to Ponder
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• When you think about your students that are chronically 
absent, what barriers do you see?

• What are we currently doing to improve attendance rates?

• What do we think is already working?



Once a student is chronically absent  you need to 
either solve a problem or  change a behavior to 

address it.
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This is hard to do without a  positive 
relationship with the  student and 

his/her family.

Source: Transforming Secondary Schools Using an Early Warning System

https://tb2cdn.schoolwebmasters.com/accnt_171650/site_171651/Dr.-Balfanz-Presentation-HPREC.pdf


Absences have root causes

14 Data to Action- ATSI 



Absenteeism may have been exacerbated by the pandemic
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Strategies for Connecting with Families from Attendance Works

Data to Action- ATSI 

https://www.attendanceworks.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Strategies-for-Connecting-with-Students-and-Families-rev-8-27-20.pdf


Attendance-Some Simple Ideas That Have  Worked
❏ Write a Plan - ask student to write with some detail what it  

would take to miss only 1 day of school next month

❏ Keeping up with the Jones - show students the attendance  
records of students who have recently graduated and  succeeded 
in college

❏ What a day here and there can add up to - show students  how 
many months/years of school they will miss if current  attendance 
pattern continues
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Source: Transforming Secondary Schools Using an Early Warning System

https://tb2cdn.schoolwebmasters.com/accnt_171650/site_171651/Dr.-Balfanz-Presentation-HPREC.pdf


More Simple Ideas That Have Worked
❏ Happy to see you today - make sure that whenever a  

student returns from being absent someone says “happy to  see 
you” (without judgment or tone in their voice)

❏ Being in School Helps Others - Consistent recognition for  
collective improvement and reaching attendance goals

❏ Follow the Peer Leader – organize students to measure,  
monitor, and act
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Source: Transforming Secondary Schools Using an Early Warning System

https://tb2cdn.schoolwebmasters.com/accnt_171650/site_171651/Dr.-Balfanz-Presentation-HPREC.pdf


An Important Mitigation Strategy
❏ It’s the assignments - to mitigate the impact of chronic  

absenteeism you need a system that makes sure chronically  
absent students get their assignments done
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Source: Transforming Secondary Schools Using an Early Warning System

https://tb2cdn.schoolwebmasters.com/accnt_171650/site_171651/Dr.-Balfanz-Presentation-HPREC.pdf


Using Success Mentors to Improve  Attendance 
and School Success

• Success mentors are caring adults (or peers) who work with  
chronically absent students to address the barriers keeping  them 
from coming to school each day

• Success mentors interact with their mentees during the school  day, at 
least 3 times per week
• Any caring adult can be a success mentor
• Success mentors are: advocates, motivators, problem identifiers and  solvers 

who encourage their mentees to attend school every day

Source: Transforming Secondary Schools Using an Early Warning System
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https://tb2cdn.schoolwebmasters.com/accnt_171650/site_171651/Dr.-Balfanz-Presentation-HPREC.pdf


Mentoring 
❏ A one-to-one caring, supportive relationship between a mentor and a 

mentee that is based on trust.
❏ A commitment to provide guidance and support for the mentee to 

develop their fullest potential based on their vision for the future.
❏ Mentors have the power and influence to change the negative cycles of 

their mentees and their families.
❏ Mentors can increase student engagement!
❏ The impact of mentors in a well-structured mentor program is 

boundless.
Resources: National Dropout Prevention Center and Oklahoma Mentoring Organizations
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http://dropoutprevention.org/effective-strategies/#MT
https://www.ofe.org/oklahoma-mentoring-organizations/


7 Key Elements of Success Mentoring
1. Matched with students who have history of chronic absenteeism or who are  

showing signs of becoming chronically absent
2. Morning meet and greet
3. Phone call or text home every time student is absent and share a positive 

message
4. Meet one-on-one and/or in small groups to build strong relationship
5. Track students’ attendance and improvement
6. Recognize and celebrate even small successes
7. Work with the school team to identify appropriate supports and  

interventions
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Absenteeism is a leading indicator 
and cause of educational inequity.

Opportunity Measures             Observed Growth             Status             Post-Secondary Readiness

Leading Indicators Outcome Indicators

Engagement 
and 

Attendance

Student 
Progress

Assessment 
Performance

Graduation 
Rates
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What can we do to ensure 
that ALL students have 
opportunities to learn . 

23 Data to Action- Western Heights Data Dive



Use the attendance table to Identify 
students at your site that may at risk 
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Student’s 
Name

Instructional 
Time Lost in 
SY 2021 
(days not 
present)

Attendance 
Patterns 
Noticed

Connecting 
data- grades, 
enrollment 
history, etc. 

Interventions 
Used 

Notes- known 
barriers, 
contacts, etc 

Interventions 
planned

Data to Action- ATSI
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Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS)

Data to Action- ATSI
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Attendance Works’ MTSS Approach

Data to Action- ATSI



OKCPS Youth Enrichment Services-
Rethinking Truancy
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7qIfAi2zBms


Connecting Early Warning Indicators: 
Accountability Reporting Data Points

28 Data to Action- ATSI 



The Accountability Reporting application is fed by your local 
SIS data via the Wave and is regularly updated to provide 
timely and actionable information.

Student-level data available in the Accountability Reporting 
application can be connected with local data (behavior, local 
assessment, teacher observations, etc.) and used in an early 
warning system to identify and support students that may be 
off-track.
Data to Action- ATSI 

Local Student 
Information 

System (SIS)

The 
Wave

Accountability 
Reporting
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Core idea of an early warning system
❏ By tracking early warning indicators, it is possible to 

identify when students are beginning to fall off-track 
to provide time to intervene and alter their trajectory. 

30 Data to Action- ATSI 



How student data can be leveraged in an early warning system

As we walk through each student tab, reflect on how the 
information displayed can serve in an early warning system by 
providing timely information that alerts you to ask more 
questions to identify and remedy underlying issues (e.g., poor 
attendance could be related to a lack of feeling connected to the 
school). 

Data to Action- ATSI 



Students: Who are we serving?
Data displayed communicates demographic information for all  
students enrolled for a specific year.

Demographic data helps us understand the diversity of our student 
population. 
Doing so can help us plan more equitable actions that are targeted to

meet the diverse needs of different student groups.  

Data to Action- ATSI 

https://sde.ok.gov/diverse-learners-1
https://sde.ok.gov/diverse-learners-1


Enrollment: Which students are mobile?
Data displayed shows current and historical enrollments for students 
that have attended Oklahoma public schools.

Enrollment histories help us identify students that may be at risk due 
to their mobility.  
Doing so helps us plan, implement and monitor supports to ensure 
highly mobile students feel connected and make academic progress

Click on a Student’s STN to find find 
more information about each student 

Data to Action- ATSI 



Attendance: Which students are missing instruction? 
Data displayed shows absence rates for all students enrolled.

Filtering by Absence Rate helps us identify students who have missed 
10% or more of the instructional days in which they are enrolled.   
Doing so helps us identify potential barriers to plan, implement and
monitor tiered interventions. This also allows you to  to improve
attendance and support academic progress of students with the
highest absence rates. 

Data to Action- ATSI 

https://www.future-ed.org/attendance-playbook/
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Digging deeper: attendance patterns

To identify a student’s 
absence patterns, click 
View in the Calendar 
column.

Data to Action- ATSI 
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Attendance history: Is this a new pattern?

Click on a student’s 
STN to view  their  
attendance history. 
Doing so displays 
how much instruction 
they have missed 
and will assist your 
planning and targeted 
interventions.  

Accountability Reporting Data in Action



Multilingual Learners: Are our English learners on-track?
Data displayed shows the progress multilingual learners are making towards gaining English    
language proficiency based on WIDA assessment scores. 

Comparing prior year scores with target scores helps us know how much progress 
each student needs to be on-track and exit on-time.

Doing so helps us connect other data (attendance, assessment, enrollment,  etc.) to 
corroborate how well current supports, programs and practices are working to support our 
ELs in gaining proficiency in the English language. 
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Click on a Student’s STN ,and then click View to 
see a student’s ELP Assessment scores 

Data to Action- ATSI 
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Attendance history: Is this a new pattern?

Click on a student’s 
STN to view  their  
attendance history. 
Doing so displays 
how much instruction 
they have missed 
and will assist your 
planning and targeted 
interventions.  

Accountability Reporting Data in Action



Multilingual Learners: Are our English learners on-track?
Data displayed shows the progress multilingual learners are making towards gaining English    
language proficiency based on WIDA assessment scores. 

Comparing prior year scores with target scores helps us know how much progress 
each student needs to be on-track and exit on-time.

Doing so helps us connect other data (attendance, assessment, enrollment,  etc.) to 
corroborate how well current supports, programs and practices are working to support our 
ELs in gaining proficiency in the English language. 
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Click on a Student’s STN ,and then click View to 
see a student’s ELP Assessment scores 

Data to Action- ATSI 



Assessment- How ready are our students for the next 
grade, course, or level? 

Data displayed shows where a student scored relative to end of year expectations

Doing so allows us to connect other relevant data (attendance, assessment, 
enrollment, etc.) to corroborate how well current supports, programs and 
practices are working to support all students in being ready and identify where 
additional supports may be needed.    
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Click a student’s STN to view 
their assessment history.

Data to Action- ATSI 



HS Coursework: Do our students have access to experiences that 
connect them to and prepare them for life after high school?

Click        Flat File and filter by 
Instructional Level to show the 
what types of opportunities 
students  at your school can 
currently access. 

Accountability Reporting Data in Action

Data displayed shows the courses, grades and eligibility for postsecondary 
opportunities (PO) credit for each student

Filter grade 11 and 12 to identify students that have 0 in the PS Course column 
indicating that they do not have access to at least one PO (Dual/Concurrent, AP, 
Internships, or CTE) that supports their career goals. 

Doing so allows us to connect student’s Individual Career and Academic Plans 
and identify areas we may need to expand to ensure all students have access to 
at least one opportunity. 



Student data recap

42 Accountability Reporting Data in Action



Statewide Resources
● Student with

Disabilities and 
Chronic 
Absenteeism 
Guidance

● Attendance Toolkit
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https://sde.ok.gov/sites/default/files/Students%20with%20Disabilities%20and%20Chronic%20Absenteeism.pdf
https://sde.ok.gov/sites/default/files/Students%20with%20Disabilities%20and%20Chronic%20Absenteeism.pdf
https://sde.ok.gov/sites/default/files/03_24_2021_Attendance_SSO_TOOLS_DM_0.pdf


National Resources

https://www.attendanceworks.org/resources/

https://www.future-ed.org/attendance-playbook/
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https://www.attendanceworks.org/resources/
https://www.future-ed.org/attendance-playbook/
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Contacts
Missy Corn 
Co-Director of Alternative Education
Missy.Corn@sde.ok.gov

Lesa Rohrer
Director of Data Literacy
Lesa.Rohrer@sde.ok.gov

mailto:Missy.Corn@sde.ok.gov
mailto:Lesa.Rohrer@sde.ok.gov
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